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Abstract
Consumers will have a temporary feeling of embarrassment, when they experience unexpected events, which will influence consumers’ cognition and behavior. This paper focused on embarrassing emotion in consumption and reviewed the related literature. We expound the concept of consumption embarrassment and distinguished the similar concepts, then summed up antecedents and the outcome variables. The model of consumption embarrassment is concluded on the existing empirical conclusions. Direction of future research is discussed in the end.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the mechanism of target consumers’ decision is the shortest way to improve the marketing chances. Nowadays, it is becoming clear that consumers are becoming more and more emotional. Consumption decisions of them are made by emotion. Marketers should fully recognize and face consumers’ sensibility. With the rapid development of Internet technology, the cost of enterprises to implement marketing strategy is lower than before and higher. Especially, emotional marketing becomes the emerging and effective marketing strategy which used by enterprises, such as the application of nostalgia in advertising and fear in the promotion strategy. What bothers businesses, however, is that consumers are sometimes not influenced by these marketing tools and may even act in the opposite direction. Hiring attractive service providers, for example, may cause consumers to experience embarrassment, and create consumers’ self-presentation concern. This situation will let consumer refuse to communi-
infit with service providers [1]. In the process of fitting, it is also possible to bring embarrassment to consumers when they find someone dressing the same products with them, which is perceived as a threat to their identity, leading to higher product disposition [2]. These situations above are academically known as consumption embarrassment. Consumption embarrassment is a temporary state of panic and distress that arises when an individual is unexpectedly or forced to become the focus of another’s attention [3] [4]. Those who experience consumption embarrassment will have a higher level of public self-awareness, feeling their identity being threatened. Thus, they will pay more attention to others’ evaluations of themselves.

Embarrassment as a kind of independent emotion originates from psychology area, describing self-consciousness of the individual in social intercourse which related to morality. Embarrassment is the result of complex interactions between situations, individual personalities, and real or imaginary audiences. Once the theory is put forward, researchers pay close attention to this concept, and they are aware of its importance to individual development. Embarrassment is widely used in many fields such as education, counseling and treatment. Among these varieties of application, Darren formally put forward the concept of “consumption embarrassment” in the consumer behavior domain [3]. He explores the situational factors and consumer traits that affect the consumer’s embarrassing emotions. With the marketing theoretical concept and emotional marketing being valued, we believe that paying enough attention on embarrassing emotion in the consumption environment becomes a key element of marketing success. On the one hand, the marketers will not take action to, initiaitively, use the strategy causing the consumer’s embarrassment emotion. But in the daily consumption situation, the consumer’s awkward sentiment is widespread. Consumer’s decision is influenced not only by product objective attribute such as price, quality, brand, but also by consumer’s emotion in consumption situation. On the other hand, consumers’ embarrassment is different from other negative emotions as a transient emotional experience, which has a unique influence on consumer cognition and behavior. The individual perception of embarrassment in a consumer environment is often subtle and hidden, and the embarrassment of consumers may prompt consumers to try to respond indirectly through specific product choices or purchase decisions [1] [5]. To sum up, paying attention to consumption embarrassment in consumer behavior has a broad application prospects and practical significance. This paper mainly focus on embarrassing emotion in consumption and review the related literature.

The article is organized as follows: Firstly, we expound the concept of the consumption embarrassment and distinguish the similar concepts. Then sum up antecedents and the outcome variables. Furthermore, the model of consumption embarrassment is concluded on the existing empirical conclusions. On the basis of this, the future research direction is prospected, hoping to provide enlightenment for the subsequent consumers’ research.
2. The Core Viewpoints and Related Concepts

2.1. Consumption Embarrassment

To understand consumption embarrassment, the first thing is to know about embarrassing emotion. Embarrassment as a human emotion is known to be very pervasive in everyday life [6]. Goffman describes “embarrassment” as an emotion that results from a breakdown in everyday social encounters [7]. According to Goffman, embarrassment occurs in social interactions when unwanted events intervene and result in a loss of composure and the ability to participate in an encounter. However, early studies of embarrassment suggest that embarrassment is not an independent emotion, but a type of shame. So there is no “embarrassment” in the classic mood classification before the 1970s. Embarrassment as an independent emotion first appeared in the of Ekman’s theory of emotional classification. Ekman indicates that embarrassment, like shyness and guilt, is a kind of independent emotion after the emergence of self-consciousness, and has its unique characteristics and development rules.

Generally speaking, when an individual has inappropriate behavior, the individual will be considered defective and experience a temporary loss of self-esteem. It will lead to the emergence of embarrassing emotions. Sattler believes that individuals are embarrassed when they receive unexpected attention, such as social etiquette, clothing, and so on. This concern threatens the individual’s self-expression and situational self-esteem, causing an individual’s discomfort and creating embarrassment. Edelman describes embarrassment as a social phobia [4]. He argues that embarrassment is a “cause of uncomfortable mental state, which has a devastating effect on social interaction. Edelmann points out that this interaction must include bystanders and imaginary ones, even if it happens privately. Sharkey suggests that embarrassment is seen as the result of the difference between an individual’s ideal identity and his manifest identity [8]. Silver and Sabini have described embarrassment as an unpleasant, uneasy, powerful emotional state. The emotional nature of embarrassment is social interaction and has a moderating effect on social behavior and social interaction. Miller considers embarrassment to be a disgusting, humiliating state, a shame and chagrin in the context of a public social dilemma [9]. Miller once described embarrassment as: when an individual experiences an event that increases his or her likelihood of being subjected to an unwanted assessment, it can come from a real audience, or only from an individual’s imaginary audience, a panic, clumsy, distress-stricken, acute state of an individual that is embarrassing. One striking feature of embarrassment, he argues, is that individuals feel fooled and humorous, not more deeply blamed. As shown in Table 1, the definitions of embarrassment are derived from the conclusions of the relevant empirical literature.

The above definition describes the different aspects of embarrassment, but both emphasize that the individual’s attention to his image in the eyes of others. The definition of embarrassment can be summed up to two points: 1) Being accidentally noticed in a social situation can lead to embarrassment; 2) An individual’s
Table 1. Definition of embarrassment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goffman (1956)</td>
<td>an emotion that results from a breakdown in everyday social encounters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sattler (1981)</td>
<td>individuals feel embarrassed when receive unexpected attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edelman (1987)</td>
<td>an “uncomfortable psychological state that has a devastating effect on social interaction.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkey (1992)</td>
<td>result of the difference between an individual’s ideal identity and his manifest identity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Building on Goffman’s work, embarrassment has more recently been described as a short-lived negative psychological response [10]. Embarrassment involves a threat to an individual’s presented self-resulting from unwanted evaluations from real or imagined audiences, and it is considered to play a powerful role in regulating social behavior [11].

Consumers also experience embarrassment in the consumption. Past research has established the widespread prevalence of embarrassment in consumption domain. Dahl formally puts forward the concept of “consumption embarrassment” [3]. He uses the method of empirical research to measure the embarrassment of consumers, and discusses the situational factors and consumers’ characteristics which affect consumption embarrassment. He define consumption embarrassment during purchase as “an aversive and awkward emotional state following events that increase the threat of unwanted evaluation from a real or imagined social audience.” Verbeke has made a measurement of the sales staff who felt embarrassed in sell financial services [12]. Results suggest that embarrassment in personal marketing can lead to protective reactions (i.e., avoidance), which negatively impact marketers’ performance and marketing interactions. If salespeople planned to get new customers and maintain long-term customer relationships, they would more likely to take protective action in embarrassing situation. Grace studied the embarrassing emotions experienced by consumers in the process of receiving services [13]. As to the causes of embarrassment in service, consumers will be influenced by service providers and others consumers present. When consumers experience criticism, clumsy behavior, invasion of privacy, or have inappropriate image before others, they will feel embarrassed.

2.2. Consumption Embarrassment, Guilt and Shame

In earliest studies, researchers argued that embarrassment is essentially the same as shyness, but weaker in intensity than shyness. Later empirical studies have proved the differences between embarrassment and shyness and guilt. Embarrassment is a form of social anxiety closely related to, but also distinct from,
shyness, audience anxiety, and shame.

Typical antecedent conditions of embarrassment is the violation of social customs, which increases the probability of individual social exposure, such as loss of control over the body, exposure to privacy, clumsy communication, and social concerns that violate expectations [14]. Yet antecedent conditions of shame is that expectation cannot be achieved successfully and others [15]. The expectation originates from individual oneself or others. For example, failure to accomplish tasks related to achievement, hurting others’ feelings, or violating the ideal self can cause a sense of shame. Guilt is thought to be the reaction of one’s internalized conscience to a breach of one’s personal standards and thus may be felt when one is entirely alone, such as cheating, stealing, lying, ignoring your responsibilities [16]. Embarrassment will let individuals have feelings of funny, clumsy, stupid, tense, and surprised. When individuals experience embarrassment, they may have intention to laugh, hide or avoid. The feeling of shame includes immorality, isolation from others, lasting anger and disgust. Individuals also have an intention of apologizing [16]. For guilt, individuals will experience the following feelings: a strong sense of compassion for others, awareness of others’ feelings, and a motivation to relieve pain by acting frankly and apologizing [17].

3. Antecedent Variables of Consumption Embarrassment

There are many factors that cause consumption embarrassment. Scholars in psychology domain have a great deal of discussion on the causes of embarrassment, including self-esteem model, the drama model, the model of contrary to others’ expectation and the model of unwanted exposure [18]. These model explains some typical embarrassing situations: 1) Self-esteem model emphasizes embarrassment is caused by assessment of one’s identity, such as a fool on a date; 2) The drama model indicates that the feeling of embarrassment comes from the social disorder caused by a person’s inability to play a role in society, such as being reminded by a friend to payback in public; 3) The model of contrary to others’ expectation emphasizes the effect of others’ evaluation on embarrassing emotion, such as forgetting words in a speech; 4) The model of unwanted exposure argues that when individuals are reluctant to be exposed to public situations, they feel embarrassed, such as falling in the street on a rainy day. From the cause of embarrassment, this mood has two characteristics: Violation and Social Presence.

In consumer behavior domain, consumption embarrassment may occur at all stages of the process: before, during, and after the purchase. Dahl points out that consumption embarrassment mainly occur during purchase [3]. For instance, when a consumer chooses the product by removing it from the shelf with an intention to purchase. In a comprehensive way, the influence factors of consumers’ embarrassment can be divided into three aspects: products, consumption environment and consumer’s psychological characteristics.
3.1. Products

According to Iacobucci particular type of products acts as the source of embarrassment. The properties of certain products may cause embarrassment to consumers. Sarka points out that embarrassing product class can potentially elicit embarrassment [19]. If consumers think that the purchase of products like condoms are difficult to deal with in a social context, they can feel embarrassed. Contradicting the consumer’s desired public identity is the main cause of embarrassment consumption when the purchase is observable. For example, consumers may feel embarrassed to purchase condoms in public if they believe others will infer they are promiscuous [3]. In addition, the product mix purchase will also be embarrassed by consumers. Different product mix can make consumers have negative connection, because additional purchases exacerbate anticipated embarrassment to the extent that they are perceived to complement the undesired identity communicated during purchase. In Blair’s experiments, he found that purchasing anti-diarrheal medicine was expected to be more embarrassing when respondents were also purchasing underwear. This shows that product attributes can cause embarrassment. And the range of product class that may cause consumption embarrassment is wide, such as hearing aids and undergarments of adults. Therefore, marketers who aim to persuade customers to buy such products need to help customers overcome or cope with this embarrassing feeling.

Another factor involving product is familiarity. A consumer who is familiar with the purchase of an embarrassing product will experience a lower level of embarrassment than a consumer who is not familiar with making such a purchase [3]. Because of familiarity with purchasing a product, consumer will not experience the embarrassment that results from the reduction of the amount of uncertainty in a future. If consumers were buying embarrassing products for the first time, they may feel that some people paid attention to them [20]. However, Gilovich found consumer felt less embarrassed in the follow-up study. That is, when subjects become familiar through the habituation process, they estimate less observation from a social audience.

3.2. Consumption Environment

Consumption can take place in a private or public context [21], that is to say the presence or absence of others influences consumer perception. Embarrassment would occur if the purchaser is aware of a social presence (either real or imagined) and if the purchase or the events surrounding the purchase communicate undesired information about oneself [4]. Comparing to the situation that a real or imagined social presence is absent, consumer will experience a higher level of embarrassment during an embarrassing product purchase when a real or imagined social presence exists [3]. Argo posits that “impact of a social presence’s social forces increases as a power function such that the greatest influence will arise when the social presence is large (vs small), is in close (vs far) proxim-
The Role of Social Presence in the shopping environment mainly consist of includes salesperson and other consumers. Companies always hire good-looking salesperson to attract consumers. However, Wan’s research found that fewer consumers made a purchase of the embarrassing product when the salesperson was attractive than when he was not. Consumers interacted less often with the attractive salesperson than with the average-looking one and, if they interacted, spent relatively less time doing so [1]. Embarrassing consumption is likely to endanger people’s positive self-image in social context, because they want to make a good impression on others in the situation are attractive. That’s why consumers will reduce interaction with attractive sales-providers in an embarrassing consumption situation.

Other consumers are another vital factor. Consumers may evaluate a product more negatively when their consumption aligns with an attractive referent other than when it does not align [5]. Dahl describes that when an attractive social referent is consuming a product, the consumer who must also be actively consuming the same product will have negative comparisons and thus experience the embarrassment. For instance, trying on a target shirt in the same fitting room will feel awkward. The embarrassment caused by “dress same” may pose a threat to consumers’ self-identity [23]. As compared to non-identity symbolic products, the accidental similarity of the identity costume leads to a higher feeling of embarrassment and higher disposition of the product.

Consumption environment, especially the public context, may result in consumption embarrassment. Embarrassment occurs when individual is in a social context, and perceives getting evaluated by other people present in the setting. Products placement surrounding embarrassing product may let consumer feel embarrassed. Consumers who plan to buy condoms say that the counter is the least favorite position, which makes them feel embarrassed [24]. Argo indicates that mannequin placement in the consumption environment is demonstrated to have negative implications for some consumers [21]. As mannequins signal the normative standard of beauty and consumers may believe they fail to meet this standard, these consumers become threatened by the beauty standard when exposed to a mannequin. As a result, consumers experience embarrassment in the face of beautiful mannequins.

Unexpected situations in the context of consumption can also bring embarrassing emotions. For instance, the amount of credit that was accidentally found at checkout was not enough [25]. Bonnici discussed the embarrassment aroused when using discount coupons. As regards the relation between embarrassing emotions and product use [26].

3.3. Consumers’ Characteristics

Consumption embarrassment is not only affected by external factors such as product and shopping environment, but also related to consumers’ own psycho-
logical characteristics [27]. Thus, the individual level factor also receives the scholar’s active attention. Consumer’s characteristics mainly includes two aspects: the demographic characteristic and the psychological characteristic.

Consumption embarrassment is influenced by age, gender and other demographic characteristics. Women are more likely to feel embarrassed than men [24]. Gebhardt’s study shows that seventy percent of women indicated it was embarrassed to buy sexual products at the counter, while only fifty percent of men felt embarrassed. It means women prefer less sexual and private contexts. People always cope with the embarrassment of embarrassing products using a variety of tactics, such as buying from a sales clerk of the same gender or buying additional products. However, women prefer different coping mechanisms than men when acquiring embarrassing products [28].

In terms of psychological characteristics, self-esteem is an important influence factor. Consumers with different levels of self-esteem will have distinct coping strategies when they feel embarrassed, resulting in differences in their preference changes related to brand conspicuousness [28] [5]. When feeling embarrassed, consumers with low self-esteem are more likely to have increased motivation to avoid social attention to the self in general to repair their self-image. Individuals low in body esteem who try on a product will evaluate it more negatively when exposed to a referent other who is also actively consuming the focal product. Those individuals high in body esteem evaluated the product equally high regardless of the referent other’s consumption behavior. Furthermore, anxiously attached individuals are more prone to be embarrassed compared to the individuals adopting secure and avoidant attachment styles [18].

Through the above analysis it is not difficult to find that the impact of consumer embarrassment is both psychological and behavioral aspects. Overall, the factors that influence on consumption embarrassment involve three levels: products, consumption environment and consumer’s psychological characteristics. These factors can lead to consumer embarrassment, thus forming a progressive continuous process.

4. Influence of Consumption Embarrassment

The extensive previous work on embarrassment describes it as a negative emotion. When consumers are embarrassed in the consumption situation, they will appear blush, stutter and a series of negative physiological reaction if they cannot effectively deal with this kind of negative psychological state of disgust [11]. Because embarrassment involves a threat to their public self-view, individuals generally display different behavioral tendencies to cope with the negative emotion [3]. Thus, consumers have motivation to use coping tactics to mitigate negative feelings.

In a comprehensive view, the existing research about the impact of consumer embarrassment mainly concentrates on the consumer’s purchase decision. Consumers who experience the embarrassment may take one of the four strategies:
abandoning purchase, delaying purchase, additional purchase and compensation purchase.

4.1. Abandoning Purchase

Consumption embarrassment is a negative emotion that arises from consumption environment in which people worry about potential damage to their social self-image. To weaken the negative impact, consumers may choose to escape the embarrassing situation and may therefore avoid embarrassing purchases altogether [27]. Consistent with this idea, consumers have been shown to avoid products that signal undesired identities even when doing so reduces enjoyment. Furthermore, when consumers experience the embarrassment, they will reduce the interaction with the attractive service providers in order to maintain their image [1]. When a self-presentation concern is made salient, consumers react less positively to highly attractive providers than to less attractive ones. This concern can be influenced by chronic social anxiety or can be aroused by unrelated experiences that consumers have before being exposed to the service interactions. Thus, people try to avoid potentially embarrassing situations [29].

4.2. Delaying Purchase

When individuals cannot avoid the threat of embarrassment entirely, they often attempt to “save face” by minimizing or explaining away the embarrassing behavior. This so-called “facework” is a coping mechanism intended to protect and, if necessary, restore the desired public identity [30]. In the context of embarrassing purchases, prior research has identified a number of such face-saving strategies. For example, consumers may shop in stores that are less crowded to reduce the likelihood that there will be others upon whom to make an undesired impression. Similarly, consumers may avoid asking store employees for help and may wait until other shoppers leave the aisle before physically acquiring an embarrassing product.

4.3. Additional Purchase

When consumers buy embarrassing products, they often buy additional products to cover up their real purchases purpose [27]. Prior research has documented that certain purchases are sufficient to elicit embarrassment [30] [31]. Given the aversive nature of this emotion, it is not surprising that consumers employ a repertoire of coping strategies such as Mellish’s strategy of purchasing additional non-embarrassing products. Sean indicates that non-embarrassing products also bring Consumption embarrassment. Shopping basket composition is an important factor in purchase embarrassment and additional purchases attenuate anticipated embarrassment to the extent when they are perceived to counterbalance the undesired identity communicated during purchase [32].

4.4. Compensation Purchase

People who feel embarrassed may be motivated to restore the positive image that
has been tarnished by the embarrassing event. Compared with the direct compensatory coping strategies, the previous study of the behavioral consequences of embarrassing emotions, consumers will indirectly deal with the negative effects of embarrassment by buying products that are highly correlated with attractiveness [33]. Individuals can symbolically employ these coping strategies by choosing commercial products that literally either hide their face (e.g., sunglasses) or repair it (e.g., restorative cosmetics).

Research on mood-repair processes has indicated that individuals are generally motivated to reduce or eliminate the negative feelings they experience and that they use indirect means of doing so when the actual cause of their feelings cannot be immediately eliminated [34] [35].

In general, consumers dislike embarrassment situations. Consumption embarrassment can cause discomfort feeling to consumers, and this discomfort feeling prompts consumers to seek solutions to eliminate embarrassment. Existing research finds that consumer embarrassment is a public, negative emotion that consumers often use coping tactics. Based on the existing empirical research, we constructs a model of consumption embarrassment integration. As shown in Figure 1, all variables and arrows are derived from the conclusions of the relevant empirical literature.

5. Future Research

Scholars have long been interested in embarrassing research. Early studies researches mainly focus on the theoretical exploration. More and more empirical studies have emerged in the past 10 years, while the literatures in consumer behavior domain are not very interesting. It is not difficult to find out the research results of consumption embarrassment, which has been mainly concentrating on the conceptual connotation, influencing factors and psychological and behavioral responses of consumers' embarrassment. Undoubtedly, these positive explorations made by scholars are of great significance both in theory advancement and
marketing practice guidance. However, there are still some limitations on the re-
search of consumer’s psychological response. Especially the conclusion of empirical 
research is fragmentary and scattered, and many problems need further discussion. 
For example, the type of consumer embarrassment has not been discussed. Scholars 
in psychology domain highlight the importance of empathic embarrassment, how-
ever the impact of empathic embarrassment on consumers has not been discussed. 
Based on the previous analysis and carding, we believe that there will be in the fu-
ture at least from the following two areas to continue to carry out in-depth research.

5.1. Context of Consumption Embarrassment
The extensive previous work on embarrassment describes it as a social emotion 
within an impression management paradigm [7] [16]. Building upon the earlier 
work of Goffman, Edelmann argues that embarrassment is a response to threats 
upon one’s public identity or social image that creates a concern for how one is 
being appraised by others [4]. However, some researches point out that emba-
rassment may also be a private emotion. Krishna developed a typology of embar-
rassment with two underlying dimensions—social context (transgression in-public 
or in-private) and mechanism (appraisal by others or by the self) [36]. Of the 
four resulting categories, one fits with the dominant “social” view of embarrass-
ment, whereas the other three have aspects of privacy. So will the embarrassment 
of private situations affect consumers? In this case, will the consumer’s attitude 
towards brand change? Future research could also examine private consumption 
contexts in which consumption embarrassment would have different impact on 
products preference.

5.2. Psychological Mechanism of Consumption Embarrassment
The existing psychological mechanisms of consumer embarrassment focus on 
the impression management and social comparison theory. For instance, self-
presentation concerns when an opposite-sex provider is attractive are driven by 
sexual motives, whereas these self-presentation concerns when a same-sex target 
is attractive are stimulated by social comparison processes [1]. The extensive 
previous work on consumption embarrassment holds that consumption embar-
rassment is caused by the upward comparison. Indeed, it is possible that con-
sumption embarrassment is caused by the downward comparison. For instance, 
in conspicuous consumption, consumers find that marginal groups show off 
their favorite brands. Will they be embarrassed?
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